Abstract. The problem of testing a general parametric hypothsis following a preliminary test on some other parametric restraints is considered. These tests are based on appropriate likelihood ratio statistics. The effect of the preliminary test on the size and power of the ultimate test is studied. In this context, some asymptotic distributional properties of some likelihood ratio statistics are studied and incorporated in the study of the main results.
Along with the preliminary notions, the proposed "precedure is outlined in Section 2. Section 3 deals with the asymptotic distribution theory of various statistics involved in the proposed testing procedures. These results are then incorporated in Section 4 in the study of the asymptotic size and asymptotic power function of the test based on L in (1.4).
Some general remarks are made in the concluding section.
Basic regularity conditions and the proposed tests
Bearing in mind that, typically, a multisample situation may be involved in a preliminary testing problem, as in Sen 
where X n = ) and η = n^ +...+ n^· Suppose k now that a subset ω(ο Ω) be specified by ω = {θ fc Ω: h (θ) = (h (θ),...,h r (θ))' = Ο}, for some r < t, (2.2) where h(6) satisfies some regularity conditions, to be specified later on. We are primarily interested in testing 
For latter use, we also introduce the following statistic . 0, otherwise, where L -and are respectively the upper 100a % n ' a n,a 
L·
The size of the test of (1.4) and (2.i1) is therefore sup α η = θ e ω Eg{v n ) (2.12) and its power is given by
We are primarily concerned with the study of (2.12) - 
where I^( §» § 0 ) έ Ο, V θ £ Ω and the strict equality sign holds only when f^(x;ö) = f^(x;0 ) almost everywhere (a.e.).
[ A3 ] For every θ e Ω and i(= 1,...,k), log ^(χ,-θ) is (a. e.) twice differentiable with respect to θ and 
•
[A7] h(6) possesses continuous first and second order derivatives with respect to 0, V t) 6 S. Let then
is of rank r(< t) ~ §o 
Then, proceeding as in Section J of Sen (1979) (witn direct extensions for the multiple restraints under consideration), we obtain that under the regularity conditions of Section 2,
~η ~ ~η ρ ο ^η = ^η ^η + °ρ (1] (under H Q ), (3.7) In the above development, we have confined ourselves to the case where an appropriate null hypothesis holds. But to study the nature of (2.12) and (2.13), we need to consider the case where H q or H q may not hold. For this purpose, we consider some local alternatives and study the asymptotic behavior, of the various LRS under such alternatives. We conceive of the following sequence alternatives we let
where, by virtue of (3.13), in the asymptotic case, we may Note that by (4.1) and the results of Section 3, Eg |H o ) = a, whatever y 2 ma y be · (4.5) ~o Also, note that by (3.29), for ^ = 0,
where the equality sign holds when I 2 = 2-Thus, by (3.29) and (4.2),
where the equality sign holds when Δ = 0 (i. e., = 0) · This explains the lack of robustness of the restricted LRT based on L. Under H q (i. e., ύ 1 = Ο, ύ 2 =0), of course, Δ = Ο and the size of the test based on is a. But, η under H q : ύ^ = Ο, when nothing is specified of this may be generally -i a. Thus, unless we feel that Δ, defined by (4.6) is very close to 0, the use of the restricted LRT may result in a significance level greater than the specified level a. The discouraging fact is that for the set of τ 2
leading to large values of Δ, E 0 ( V na !l-)=Q) tends to 1, ~o so that the restricted LRT may even be inconsistent against such alternatives. Now, by (2.11), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.18), we obtain that Let us now proceed to study of the asymptotic power functions of the three LRT's. As in (4.4), for any fixed alternative, there is not much interest in studying these (as the limits dagenerate at α or 1), and hence, we confine ourselves to local alternatives, as in (3.19 which is an weighted average of (4.15) and (4.16). In general, (for By A* not necessarily Ο), the second term on ~o the right hand side of (4.25) can be evaluated by using (3.3b) and it may be concluded that the asymptotic power of v^ lies in between that of \>^^ and ν , and further, v" is more ηα ηα 'η (less) efficiency-robust that when H* may not hold.
Some general remarks
From the results of Section 4, it follows that unlike the 
